Dining table, “Denmark”, Press release, May 2017
Designer
Toke Design
Dimensions
Diameter 120 cm
Hight 73 cm
Sustainability
Steel base is recycled material
and wood is FSC-certified and
top is linoleum. All designed,
crafted and recycled in
Denmark after “end of lifecycle”.
Manufacturers & companies
used for re-cycling materials:
Hudevad furniture, Aarslev
Denmark
BAR2 AS, Nakskov Denmark
Contact
info@wehlers.com
Henrik Holm
+45 25671638

Wehlers dining table, Denmark, is launching during 3 Days of Design
June 1st -3rd. 2017. The Wehler dining table is called ‘Denmark’,
because of its Danish design & Danish manufacturing.
“I have designed a great table for use in private homes and in public
spaces. The base is solid stainless steel and the top is with a
linoleum finish. The materials will tell the story of use over time and
become more beautiful over the years.
With this table I am sure long conversations and laughter are a
given”
About the Designer
Born in Lusaka, Zambia in 1972, Toke Lauridsen has been educated
as stainless steel smith in Denmark to finally open his own
workshop in 2007 at “Kødbyen”, the old Meatpacking District of
Copenhagen and thriving creative cluster. Needles to say his alltime favorite design material is steel – and Toke has acquired a
great sense of it through all his maker’s activity. Concentrating on
one material brings a high focus to the job – Toke’s designs are as
simple as possible, almost ascetic, delicate, yet strong and
industrial – with no unnecessary elements. He likes to utilize the
features of steel to the fullest to bring out the best possible forms,
achievable only due to the material he’s working with.
About Wehlers
Wehlers offers sustainable furniture to the thoughtful consumer
who refuses to compromise on design and sustainability. Wehlers
insists on circular economy, local Danish craftsmanship, and we are
on a mission to change the industry. Wehlers has designed an
intelligent ecosystem and take back their furniture after ‘end of
life-cycle.
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